Adaptive network and exemplar-similarity models were compared on their ability to predict category learning and transfer data. An exemplar-based network (Kruschke, 1990a (Kruschke, , 1990b (Kruschke, , 1992 that combines key aspects of both modeling approaches was also tested. The exemplar-based network incorporates an exemplar-based category representation in which exemplars become associated to categories through the same error-driven, interactive learning rules that are assumed in standard adaptive networks. Experiment 1, which partially replicated and extended the probabilistic classification learning paradigm of Gluck and Bower (1988a) , demonstrated the importance of an error-driven learning rule. Experiment 2, which extended the classification learning paradigm of Medin and Schaffer (1978) that discriminated between exemplar and prototype models, demonstrated the importance of an exemplar-based category representation. Only the exemplar-based network accounted for all the major qualitative phenomena; it also achieved good quantitative predictions of the learning and transfer data in both experiments.
One of the major current models for explaining performance in arbitrary category learning paradigms is the context model proposed by Medin and Schaffer (1978) and elaborated by Estes (1986a) and Nosofsky (1984 Nosofsky ( , 1986 . According to the context model, people represent categories by storing individual exemplars in memory and make classification decisions on the basis of similarity comparisons with the stored exemplars. The context model has proved to be successful at predicting quantitative details of classification performance in a wide variety of experimental settings and has compared favorably with a variety of alternative models, including prototype, independent-feature, and certain logical-rule based models (see Medin & Florian, in press, and Nosofsky, in press-a, in press-b, for reviews).
However, some shortcomings of the context model were recently demonstrated in series of probabilistic classification learning experiments conducted by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes, Campbell, Hatsopoulos, and Hurwitz (1989) . In these studies, an adaptive network model was shown to provide superior predictions of classification learning and probability judgment to those of the context model.
The purpose of our research was to follow up on the Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) studies and continue this line of investigation by comparing adaptive network models and exemplar models of classification learning.
An important new direction was to test an integrated, exemplar-based network model, which combines key components of both modeling approaches (Hurwitz, 1990; Kruschke, 1990a Kruschke, , 1990b Kruschke, , 1992 ; for related ideas, see Estes, 1988) . The Medin and Schaffer (1978) context model and the Gluck and Bower (1988a) adaptive network model can be contrasted on two major dimensions. The first concerns the nature of the basic units that are stored in memory. According to the context model, people store individual exemplars in memory, and classification decisions are based on the similarity of a probe to the stored exemplars. By contrast, in the Gluck and Bower (1988a) adaptive network model, people learn associations between individual features and the alternative categories. A second dimension of contrast concerns the nature of the learning rule. In the Gluck and Bower (1988a) adaptive network model, an error-driven, interactive learning rule is assumed. By contrast, learning in the context model is not error-driven but consists simply of the gradual accumulation of exemplars in memory. The exemplar-based network model combines what we believe are key advantages of each approach, namely, an exemplar-based category representation that incorporates an error-driven learning rule.
We organize this article by first reviewing the main experimental paradigms and models tested by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . After suggesting some limitations of the particular versions of the context model and the adaptive network models that were tested, we discuss various elaborated versions of these models, including the exemplarbased network model. These models are then compared in two experiments that extend the original Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) studies. Experiment 1 demonstrates the advantages of assuming an interactive, error-211 driven learning rule, whereas Experiment 2 focuses on the advantages of an exemplar-based category representation.
Review of the Experiments
In the Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) experiments, subjects learned to classify stimuli varying along four binary-valued dimensions into two categories. The categories were defined by independent probability distributions over the set of dimension values composing the stimuli. The four positive values on Dimensions 1 through 4 are denoted by f,, f 2 , f 3 , and f 4 , respectively; the four negative or alternative values are denoted by ff, ff, ff, fj. (In some paradigms, the positive values represent the presence of particular features, and the negative values represent their absence, whereas in other paradigms the terms positive and negative are arbitrary.) The probability of each of the four positive dimension values, given the alternative categories, was as follows: .6 The probability of each of the four negative feature values was the additive complement of the positive feature probabilities, for example, P(ff | A) = 1 -P (f t | A) = .4. Thus, for example, the probability of the stimulus composed of dimension values fi, ff, f 3 , and fj, given a Category A trial, was (.6) (1 -.4) (.3) (1 -.2) = .0864. Note that the base-rate probability of the categories was also varied. The prior probability of Category A was .25, and of Category B was .75.
On each trial, a category was sampled in accord with the base-rate probabilities, and a stimulus was then generated in accord with the category-feature probabilities listed earlier. Subjects judged whether the stimulus belonged to Category A or B, and feedback was then provided. In both studies a series of test trials was also used in which subjects were presented with single features of the training patterns and were asked to make either probability judgments or classification choices on the basis of the presence of these single features.
A key result of the Gluck and Bower (1988a) studies, which was by and large replicated by Estes et al. (1989) , was that subjects exhibited a tendency toward base-rate neglect when presented with the single features on the test trials. Specifically, the experimental design ensured that the normative probability of Category A given feature f, was equal to the normative probability of Category B given feature f I; namely, .50. However, subjects in both experiments estimated the probability of Category A given fi to be substantially greater than .50, apparently not taking full account of the differential category base rates. As we discuss later, these results were consistent with the predictions of the adaptive network models but contradicted the predictions of the context model. Estes et al. (1989) extended Gluck and Bower's (1988a) findings in two major ways. First, whereas Gluck and Bower (1988a) demonstrated the base-rate neglect phenomenon by collecting direct probability judgments of categories given individual features, Estes et al. showed that the phenomenon also existed when classification choice data were collected. Second, Estes et al. (1989) used a fixed sequence of 240 item presentations during the classification learning phase that was common to all subjects. This experimental method allowed Estes et al. to fit the competing models to the sequence of trial-by-trial classification responses observed during learning. Estes et al. found that the adaptive network models provided superior quantitative fits to this sequence of classification learning data compared with those of the context model.
Review of the Models
In this section we briefly review the adaptive network model and the version of the context model that were tested in the previous studies of Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) .
Component-Cue Network Model
We refer to the adaptive network tested by Gluck and Bower (1988a) as the component-cue network model. As discussed by Gluck and Bower, the particular version of the component-cue network that is applied varies, depending on whether the dimension values or features are additive or substitutive in nature (Tversky, 1977) . Additive features are those in which a particular feature is either present or absent, whereas for substitutive features, one of two positively existing values is present on each trial. Here we review the version of the component-cue model that is applied when substitutive features are used because we use stimuli with substitutive features in our experiments.
The component-cue model is illustrated in Figure 1 . Each dimension m is coded by a pair of input nodes, which are activated according to the values on a presented pattern x. If the pattern has a positive value on dimension m, then the first input node in the pair is activated with a value of one and the second node activated with a value of zero, a ml (x) = 1 and a m2 (x) = 0; whereas if the pattern has a negative value on dimension m, then the reverse activations occur. Following Estes et al. (1989) , in cases in which there is a missing value on dimension m, such as occurs during the test trials when only single features are presented, both input nodes in the pair are set at zero.
In this study we consider an augmented version of the component-cue model that includes a bias or context-coding node at the input level. The activation of the bias node is set to one on all trials. As will be seen, the bias node is necessary if the component-cue model is to adequately characterize a certain base-rate sensitivity phenomenon that is observed in the transfer phase of our experiments. The bias node differs from the null node used by Estes et al. (1989) , which was assumed to be activated only on those trials in which a null pattern (the stimulus with no features) was presented. (The null pattern is never presented during our training phases, thus no learning would occur on the null node.)
The activations on all input nodes are multiplied by the connection weights currently existing in the network, which are then summed to form outputs. The output received by category node A is given by Gluck and Bower's (1988a) component-cue model. where w mj , A is the weight on the connection that links input node a mj to category output node A, and b A is the weight from the bias node to output node A. An analogous expression is used to compute the output received by category node B. The probability of a Category A response given presentation of pattern x is given by
where c is a freely estimated scaling constant (Estes et al., 1989) .
All weights in the network are initialized at zero. Learning of weights takes place through the delta or least-mean-squares rule (Widrow & Hoff, 1960) . When Category A feedback is presented, output node A receives a teaching signal of z A = 1, and output node B a teaching signal of z B = -1, whereas when Category B feedback is presented the reverse teaching signals are provided. The error at output node A is given by
and likewise for the error at output node B. All weights in the network are then updated by using the rule, where P is a learning rate parameter. The bias-node weights are updated by using an analogous formula, except they are allowed a separate learning rate parameter, ft. Note that when ft = 0, this augmented model reduces to the component-cue model tested by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) .
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The component-cue model has the following three free parameters: learning rates fi and ft for updating the feature weights and bias-node weights, respectively; and the scale parameter c for transforming outputs to response probabilities. Gluck and Bower (1988b) also proposed a configural-cue network model, in which the input nodes code not only the individual feature values that compose a stimulus but also all pairs of features, triples of features, and so forth. With respect to our Experiment 1 data, it turns out that the simple component-cue model outperforms the configural-cue model (see Appendix). By elaborating the configural-cue model with free parameters, we can find versions that basically reduce to the component-cue model but provide no additional explanatory power. For simplicity, therefore, we focus initially on the component-cue model and then treat the configural-cue model in more detail in Experiment 2.
Configural-Cue Model

Context Model
According to the version of the context model tested by Estes et al. (1989) , on each trial a presented exemplar is stored in memory with some fixed probability. The probability that a pattern x is classified in Category A is found by summing the similarity of x to all previously stored exemplars of Category A and then dividing by the summed similarity of x to all previously stored exemplars of both Categories A and B, as follows:
where s(x, a) denotes the similarity of x to exemplar a. Note that the learning process here is conceptualized in terms of the gradual accumulation of exemplars in memory. The similarity of x to exemplar a is computed by using Medin and Schaffer's (1978) Nosofsky (1984 Nosofsky ( , 1986 noted that Medin and Schaffer's (1978) multiplicative rule can be interpreted in terms of a multidimensional scaling approach to modeling similarity (Shepard, 1958 (Shepard, ,1987 . Let x m and a m denote the psychological values on dimension m of pattern x and exemplar a, respectively. The distance between those objects is computed by using the (weighted) Minkowski power model formula, d(x, a) = | x m -a n 1 Gluck and Bower (1988a) describe a model in which there is a single output node that receives a teaching signal of z = +1 when Category A feedback is provided and z = -1 when Category B feedback is provided. The version of the model that we describe with two output nodes, each receiving +1/-1 or -1/+1 teaching signals, is, under the present conditions, formally identical to the singleoutput node version used by Gluck and Bower (1988a). where a m is the attention weight given to dimension m. Common values of r in Equation 7 are r = 1, which yields the city-block metric; and r = 2, which yields the Euclidean metric (Garner, 1974; Shepard, 1964) . This distance is converted to a similarity measure by using the transformation, s(x, a) = exp [-*d(x, ay] , (8) where K is a general sensitivity parameter. Common values of p in Equation 8 are p = 1, which yields an exponential decay function; and p = 2, which yields a Gaussian decay function (Nosofsky, 1985; Shepard, 1958 Shepard, , 1987 .
It is straightforward to verify that when p = r in Equations 7 and 8, an interdimensional multiplicative similarity rule of the form used by Medin and Schaffer (1978) is yielded (e.g., see Nosofsky, 1986) . This relation led Nosofsky (1984 Nosofsky ( , 1986 to propose the generalized context model (GCM), in which exemplars are represented as points in a multidimensional space, with similarities among exemplars computed by using Equations 7 and 8. The critical idea we wish to emphasize here is that the differential similarity parameters that enter into the context model's multiplicative rule can be interpreted in terms of an attention process in which the dimensions are differentially weighted.
Comparison of the Models
As is apparent from the preceding review, numerous differences exist between the network and exemplar models. As stated in the introduction, one key difference involves their learning rules. In this section we describe the difference in learning rules in more detail, with emphasis on how it might underlie the models' differing abilities to account for sequential-learning and base-rate neglect phenomena.
Sequential-Learning Phenomena
In the network-model learning rule, the connection weights are adjusted proportionally to the error produced (Equation 4). As error is gradually reduced through learning, the weights change less and less on any given trial. By contrast, the version of the context model tested by Estes et al. (1989) used a learning mechanism in which the strength of an exemplar was incremented by a constant amount every time it was presented, regardless of the performance of the system. This difference between error-driven and constant-increment learning can result in different learning behavior for the two models. For example, suppose that each model has already learned that a particular input pattern is mapped to a particular category. When that pattern is presented again to the error-driven network model, the connection weights change very little because there is very little error. However, when the pattern is presented to the constant-increment context model, the memory strength for that pattern is incremented by the same amount as for all previous presentations.
The learning rule used in the network model also gave it a built-in sensitivity to recency, whereas the version of the context model tested by Estes et al. had none. In the network model, the weights that are operative on trial n will be influenced more by the stimulus pattern and feedback provided on trial n -1 than by the same pattern and feedback provided 100 trials earlier (assuming equal errors in prediction at the two points in the learning sequence). The reason is that in the network model, multiple patterns activate common nodes, so newly presented patterns can modify and undo connection weights that were previously learned (cf. McCloskey & Cohen, 1989; Ratcliff, 1990) . By contrast, in the version of the context model tested by Estes et al., all exemplars have the same influence regardless of their recencyone simply sums the similarity of a probe to all previously presented exemplars, with equal weight given to each exemplar. Assuming that recency effects occur in classification learning, this aspect of the context model is probably another reason for its shortcomings in predicting sequential learning data.
Finally, the version of the context model tested by Estes et al. assumed equal similarity parameters (or attention weights) for all stimulus dimensions, and the value of the weights was held fixed across the entire learning sequence. Because extensive previous tests of the context model suggest that differential weighting of the dimensions occurs (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Medin & Smith, 1981; Nosofsky, 1986, in press-b) , and furthermore that similarities may change as a function of learning (e.g., Nosofsky, 1987) , this assumption does not in general appear to be tenable. Nevertheless, as will be seen, differential attention-weighting does not appear to be critical for explaining sequential-learning phenomena in these experiments.
Base-Rate Neglect Phenomena
Consider the context model's prediction of the probability that, during the test trials, a subject classifies feature f] in Category A, P(A \f { ). (Note that the object composed of only feature ft is logically distinct from the pattern ^fffffj.) Following Estes et al. (1989) , we assume that similarity is computed only over those dimensions that have nonmissing values. Thus, the similarity of fj to an exemplar having feature f, is 1.0, and the similarity off] to an exemplar having feature ff is s. The context model predicts the following:
where n A and « B are the relative frequencies of exemplars that have feature fi and are in Categories A and B, respectively; and N A and iV B are the base rates of Categories A and B, respectively. [Note that n A = AUP(fi I A) and «" = JV B P(fi IB).]
In the Gluck and Bower (1988a) (10) which is the normative probability of Category A given f\. This prediction was the one that Gluck and Bower (1988a) ascribed to exemplar models and that was contradicted by their data (because subjects' probability judgments of Category A given fi were substantially greater than .50).
When the similarity parameter s in Equation 9 is nonzero, matters become even worse for the context model. In the extreme, when 5 = 1, the context model predicts the following: In sum, the context model assumes that people store individual exemplars in memory and compute summed similarities of patterns to these stored exemplars. This combination of assumptions leads the context model to predict that base rates will be used when subjects make probability judgments of categories when given individual features.
As explained by Gluck and Bower (1988a) , the network model is able to predict the base-rate neglect phenomenon because of its interactive learning rule for adapting the connection weights. There is a sense in which the individual cues of the stimuli compete with one another to become associated with the alternative categories. Cues that are relatively better predictors become more highly associated with the category, that is, larger connection weights develop between those cues and the category. Because feature f, is a relatively poor predictor of the high-probability Category B, the connection weight from f, to Category A ends up being larger than the connection weight from f, to Category B, and the model therefore predicts the base-rate neglect phenomenon.
A Sequence-Sensitive Version of the Context Model Most previous successful applications of the context model have occurred in classification transfer situations, in which performance is tested following the completion of classification learning. The results of Estes et al. (1989) , however, suggest the need to augment the model with respect to its predictions of classification learning. One goal of our research was to develop and test some elaborated versions of the context model that might allow it to more accurately characterize processes of classification learning and trial-by-trial changes in category representations as a function of experience.
A reasonable starting proposal is that rather than giving equal weight to all exemplars in computing summed similarities, more recently presented exemplars ought to receive greater weight. Recency effects are ubiquitous in the memory literature, and such effects ought to be formalized in any model of the classification learning process. In previous tests of the context model the role of recency was not incorporated because the goal was to predict classification transfer data, and the precise sequence of training exemplars was randomized over subjects. However, in a fixed-sequence learning design such as the one used by Estes et al., recency effects may be of critical importance.
The recency-sensitive model assumes that
where M a is the memory strength associated with exemplar a. We assume that exemplar memory strength is an exponential decay function of lag of presentation,
where lag is the number of intervening trials between the presentations of pattern x and exemplar a, and T is a freely estimated time-rate decay parameter. Although not made explicit in the notation in Equation 12, we are treating presentations of the same exemplar on different trials as distinct memory traces, with each trace having its own memory strength. Thus, the summations are over all previous presentations of each exemplar a. (For evidence that more complex memory-weightings of each exemplar may be involved, see Busemeyer & Myung, 1988, and Myung & Busemeyer, in press) . A second elaboration of the context model involves an attempt to characterize processes that occur very early in the learning sequence. Early in the sequence, averaged classification probabilities for each trial tend to hover around .50 and only gradually move away from this starting point. The network model predicts such behavior because the connection weights are initialized at zero and are adjusted by small amounts as learning progresses. The standard context model, however, tends to predict classification probabilities early in the sequence that are too extreme. For example, suppose that on Trial 1 an exemplar from Category A is presented. Then the model would predict that the item presented on Trial 2 would be classified in Category A with probability 1.0 because it has some positive summed similarity to the exemplars of Category A, and zero summed similarity to the exemplars of Category B.
To address this shortcoming, we propose that there is some background noise in subjects' memory representations, and only after sufficient training do the summed similarities to stored exemplars overcome this noise. We formalize this idea by assuming the following:
where B is a background-noise constant. Early in the learning sequence the background noise will dominate and classification probabilities will hover around .50, whereas later in the learning sequence the summed similarities will dominate and classification will be based on the experienced exemplars. The background-noise constant will play a major role even late in the learning sequence if similarity is low and a particular exemplar has been presented infrequently.
The sequence-sensitive context model (Equations 6, 13, and 14) has the following three free parameters: the similarity parameter (s), the decay rate (T), and the background-noise constant (B).
The sequence-sensitive version of the model has little to say about the base-rate neglect phenomenon demonstrated by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . We must point out the very simple possibility that these results could be reflecting a response bias. Inspection of the test-trials data reported by Gluck and Bower (1988a) , for example, reveals that the observed probability judgments lie almost uniformly above the normative ones predicted by the exemplar model. With the addition of a response-bias parameter, the exemplar model could fit these data quite well. Furthermore, there are independent grounds for expecting that a response bias might operate during the test trials. The probability of Category A given any of the individual features never exceeds the probability of Category B. Thus, without bias operating, subjects would never judge A to be more likely than B during the test trials. Because work by Parducci (1974) suggests that subjects often shift their response criteria in an attempt to equalize their use of alternative category labels, the possibility that some form of response bias was operating in the Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) experiments should be examined. We test this possibility by collecting a more detailed set of test-trials data in our study.
An Exemplar-Based Network Model
A shortcoming of the sequence-sensitive context model proposed in the previous section is that the model still lacks any form of error-driven, interactive learning. Furthermore, there is no mechanism for how the dimensional attention weights are updated trial by trial. Kruschke (1990a Kruschke ( , 1992 recently proposed an integrated model in which key components of the GCM are implemented within a multilayered connectionist network (for closely related work, see Hurwitz, 1990 ). This integrated model overcomes the shortcomings of the context model noted earlier and, we will argue, offers significant advantages over the adaptive network models tested by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . Kruschke's (1990a Kruschke's ( , 1992 model is known as ALCOVE, which stands for attentional learning covering map. The ALCOVE model, illustrated in Figure 2 , consists of (a) a set of input nodes that code the values on the dimensions composing a given input pattern, (b) a set of hidden nodes that code locations in the multidimensional space in which the exemplars are embedded, and (c) a set of category output nodes that code the degree to which the alternative categories are activated.
Each hidden node is activated according to its similarity to a given input pattern, in which similarity is computed as in the GCM. For example, if a given hidden node codes location j in the multidimensional space, then when the network is presented with pattern x, hidden node j's activation is equal to the similarity between locations x and j in the multidimensional space. In a covering map version of the model, numerous hidden nodes are randomly scattered throughout the entire multidimensional space, whereas in a pure exemplar- ]. The hidden exemplar-nodes are connected to category output nodes by the association weights, w jK . Learning of the attention weights and the association weights takes place by using the generalized delta rule.) based version, which we focus on here, hidden nodes are established at only those locations where individual exemplars were presented during training. For clarity, we hereinafter refer to the hidden nodes in the exemplar-based version of ALCOVE as exemplar nodes.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , the input nodes are gated by dimensional attention weights. These attention weights enter into the activation function that computes the similarity between an input pattern and each exemplar node. Suppose, for example, that pattern x = (xi, x 2 , ..., x M ) is presented. Then each exemplar-node j is activated by using the function,
where x m is the value of the input pattern on dimension m; h m is the value of (hidden) exemplar-node j on dimension m; a m is the attention weight on all connections that link input node m to the various exemplar nodes; K is a general sensitivity parameter; and r and p reflect the distance metric and similarity function that determine activations in the multidimensional space. In this article we assume a city-block distance metric (r = 1) and an exponential decay similarity function (p= l; Shepard, 1987) . The function for computing the exemplar-node activations (Equation 15) is formally identical to the similarity rule assumed in the generalized context model (GCM; see Equations 7 and 8). This exemplar-based version of ALCOVE, however, departs from the GCM in two major respects. First, instead of simply summing the similarity of a pattern to the exemplars of the alternative categories, ALCOVE assumes that associations are learned between the exemplar nodes and the categories. These associations, which are allowed to be positive or negative, are modeled by the association weights W jK that link each exemplar node j to each category output node K (see Figure 2) . The output to a category node is then given by
where the sum is taken over all exemplar nodes. The association weights are learned by this exemplar-based network by using the same error-driven, interactive principles that are incorporated in the adaptive network models of Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . A second key contribution of ALCOVE is that it provides a mechanism for how the attention weights are learned. Although the attention weights have been critical in allowing the GCM to achieve its precise quantitative fits to classification transfer data, no learning mechanism was proposed. Thus, ALCOVE provides a model of attention-weight learning, whereas the GCM has none.
Predictions of classification response probabilities are generated in ALCOVE in the same manner as described previously for Gluck and Bower's (1988a) 
component-cue model (see Equation 2
). Trial-by-trial learning of the association weights and the attention weights in the model takes place by using the generalized delta rule (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) . The details of the learning algorithm are reported by Kruschke (1990a Kruschke ( , 1992 .
The version of ALCOVE described in this section has the following four free parameters: an overall sensitivity parameter (K) that enters into the similarity function for computing the exemplar-node activations (Equation 15); a scale parameter (c) for transforming category outputs into classification response probabilities (Equation 2); and learning rates (0 and ISATT) for adjusting the association and attention weights, respectively. In applications in our study, however, the attention-weight learning rate is set at zero to equalize the number of free parameters used by ALCOVE and the competing models.
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Because the exemplar-based network model has mechanisms for learning the association weights, it may prove capable of accurately fitting trial-by-trial data obtained in fixed-sequence learning designs. Furthermore, because it incorporates principles of error-driven, interactive learning, it may accurately predict the tendency toward base-rate neglect that is observed when subjects are tested with individual features of the training patterns. These questions are pursued in Experiment 1 of our study. Unlike the component-cue adaptive network, ALCOVE incorporates an exemplar-based category representation. We demonstrate the advantages of assuming such a representation in Experiment 2 of our study.
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to test the componentcue network model, the sequence-sensitive context model, and the exemplar-based network model on their ability to quantitatively predict learning and transfer performance in a fixed-sequence, probabilistic classification paradigm. The experiment involved partial replications and extensions of the experiments reported previously by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . We tested the same abstract category structure as was tested in these previous studies; indeed, we used the same sequence of training items and category feedback as did Estes et al. (1989) . However, instead of using stimuli composed of additive (present vs. absent) features, as did Estes et al. (1989) , we used stimuli composed of substitutive features. One advantage of using substitutive-feature stimuli is that it removes some potential ambiguities that arise during the single-feature test trials. For example, as discussed by Shanks (1990) , when additive-feature stimuli are used, the training pattern fifffffj is simply the feature fi. During the test trials, when the experimenter presents f, alone with no information provided about the values of the other features, it is possible that the subject may confuse the single feature with the pattern f t fffffj. Estes et al. (1989) attempted to remove this source of confusion during the test trials by filling the missing-feature locations with asterisks. Despite their efforts, we believe there is still room for concern about confusing the single-feature test trials with the single-feature training patterns. If any such confusion existed, the tendency for subjects to estimate P(A | f) greater than .50 would be easily explained, because the normative P(A \ fiffff ft) is substantially greater than .50. We argue that by using substitutive features, there is no realistic possibility of confusing the single feature f, with the pattern fiffffff, because f?, ff, and f? are positively existing feature values (cf. Gluck & Bower, 1988a, Experiment 3) .
In addition to using substitutive-feature stimuli, we extend the Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) studies by collecting a richer set of test-trials data during the transfer phase. In these earlier studies, the researchers collected probability judgments or classification choices of the alternative categories given single features of the training patterns. In Experiment 1, we collect probability judgments and classification choices of the alternative categories given all possible single features, pairs of features, triples of features, and quadruples of features (i.e., the complete patterns). In addition, we test subjects with the null pattern. By collecting this richer data set, we are able to conduct more detailed and rigorous quantitative tests of the competing models than were possible in the Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) studies.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 144 undergraduates from Indiana University who participated as part of an introductory psychology course requirement. The categorization group consisted of 84 subjects who made classification choices during the test trials, whereas the estimation group consisted of 60 subjects who made direct probability estimates during the test trials.
Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli were visually displayed charts of four binary-valued symptoms, as follows: stuffy versus runny nose, high versus low blood pressure, diarrhea versus constipation, and muscle relaxation versus muscle tension. The symptoms appeared in a vertically arranged list. Each chart was to be classified into one of two fictional disease categories, burlosis versus midrosis. The stimulus charts and feedback were presented on the screen of an IBM PC, and the subjects entered their responses on the computer keyboard.
Procedure. The abstract design of the learning phase of Experiment 1 was the same as the one used in the study of Estes et al. (1989, Experiment 1) . Subjects learned to classify a sequence of 240 patterns into two probabilistically defined categories. The abstract structure of the sequence was the same for all subjects. The sequence had the property that, over the 240 trials, the base-rate probability of Category A was .25 and of Category B was .75, and the conditional probabilities of the individual features given each category were as described previously. The assignment of feature names to the abstract codings of the stimuli was randomized for each subject, as was the assignment of disease names to Categories A and B. Also, the assignment of dimensions 1 through 4 to lines 1 through 4 of the list was randomly determined for each subject. Corrective feedback was provided on every trial of the learning phase.
As in the Estes et al. study, after every 60 trials of learning, a set of test trials was inserted. During the test trials, single features of the training patterns were presented. Because there were four binaryvalued dimensions, there were eight such single-feature test trials. The order of presentation of the single features was randomized for each subject. Subjects in the categorization group classified each feature into either Category A or B, whereas subjects in the estimation group made direct probability estimates of the categories given each feature. Half of the subjects in the estimation group made these probability judgments with respect to Category A (i.e., "What is the probability that a patient with this symptom belongs in Category A?"), and the other half made their judgments with respect to Category B. No feedback was presented during the test trials.
Following the training sequence, a transfer phase was conducted. Subjects were presented, in random order, with all possible single features, pairs of features, triples of features, and quadruples of features, plus the null pattern (i.e., the stimulus with no features). Patterns with mutually exclusive features (e.g., runny nose and stuffy nose) were not presented. Subjects in the categorization group classified each configuration of features into either Category A or B, whereas subjects in the estimation group made direct probability estimates, half with respect to Category A and half with respect to Category B. No feedback was presented during the transfer phase.
Results
Classification learning. The probabilities of correct responses during classification learning, averaged over ten-trial blocks, are displayed separately for the estimation and categorization groups in Figure 3 . The choppy appearance of the learning curves arises because the same sequence was used for all subjects, thus the blocks contain items of varying difficulty. The close match between the learning curves of the two groups attests to the reliability of the data.
The competing models were fitted to the learning data on an individual, trial-by-trial basis, by minimizing the sum of squared deviations (SSD) between predicted and observed response probabilities. The best-fitting parameters and summary fits for the models are reported in Table 1 . As can be seen in Table 1 the models provide essentially equal fits to the learning data in both groups. Thus, the advantage for the simple adaptive network (the component-cue model) over the context model that was reported by Estes et al. disappears when the context model is elaborated with a memory-decay parameter and a background-noise constant. Additional analyses revealed that the background noise constant played a critical role in allowing the context model to fit these data, whereas the memory-decay parameter played a relatively minor role (Nosofsky, Kruschke, & McKinley, 1991) . The exemplar-based network model (ALCOVE) fitted the sequence of classification learning data as well as did both the component-cue network and the sequence-sensitive context model (see Table 1 ). Thus, there is promising support for the idea of integrating an exemplar-based category representation with the learning mechanisms provided by adaptive networks. Figure 3 illustrates the predicted probabilities of correct classification responses for the exemplar-based network model. Although the model was fitted to the data on a trial-by-trial basis, the predictions shown here are averaged over the tentrial blocks. As can be seen, the fits to the averaged learning data are quite good. The component-cue model and the sequence-sensitive context model achieved roughly the same fits.
In summary, Estes et al. (1989) reported a uniform superiority of Gluck and Bower's (1988a) adaptive network model over an exemplar-based model for predicting the trial-by-trial sequence of classification learning. The finding here is that when the exemplar model is augmented to include assumptions about learning processes, it fares as well as the Gluck and Bower (1988a) network model at predicting the data. Note that an error-driven learning mechanism is not needed to characterize these learning data because the standard context model with background noise fares as well as the component-cue and exemplar-based networks.
Classification transfer. The complete sets of classification transfer data are reported in Table 2 . We begin our discussion of the transfer data by displaying in Figure 4 the subset of results corresponding to single-feature tests and the null pattern. (The averaged data obtained on the single-feature test trials that occurred during the learning phase were essentially the same as the present subset of transfer data, therefore we simply report the transfer data.) The choice function (solid squares) gives the probability with which each item was classified in Category A (the rare category), whereas the estimate function (solid circles) gives the (normalized) probability estimate of Category A membership for each item.
3 To facilitate comparisons, we also display the previous results reported by Gluck and Bower (1988a, Experiment 3) of probability estimates for each item (open circles) and the normative probabilities of Category A given each item (Xs).
The major qualitative result emphasized in the Gluck and Bower (1988a) study was subjects' tendency to estimate that Category A was more probable than Category B given f,. This key result, which is predicted by the adaptive network model but not by the context model, was replicated in our study. The estimate of Category A given f, was not quite as large in our study as reported by Gluck and Bower (1988a, Experiment 3) and was only marginally greater than .50, /(59) = 1.48, p < .10, one-tailed test. More convincing was that the Category A choice probability for f, was extremely large and significantly greater than .50 according to a binomial test (z = 4.58,p<.01).
Generally, as observed previously by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) , the probability estimates and choices of Category A lie above the normative probabilities. Note that the results of the single-feature tests provide hints that a simple response-bias explanation of this tendency toward base-rate neglect is not tenable. One source of evidence against such an explanation is that the choice probability for ff lies clearly below the normative probability. Furthermore, note that the normative probability of Category A given ff is greater than the normative probability of Category A given f 4 , whereas the probability estimates reported by Gluck and Bower (1988a, Experiment 3) , and the estimates and choice probabilities observed in our study, go in the opposite direction of the normative ones for these two features. Simply "lifting up" the normative curve through multiplication by a bias factor fails to account for this reversal.
Finally, the estimates and choice probabilities of Category A given the null pattern are both below .50. This result provides evidence that subjects have knowledge of the differing base rates for the two categories. Furthermore, this result poses problems for the version of the component-cue model tested by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . If one faithfully applies the model to predict choice probabilities, then when the network is presented with the null pattern, all dimensional input nodes receive activations of zero, thus the category outputs are both zero. Applying the network-model choice rule (Equation 2) then leads to the prediction that the null pattern is classified in Category A with a probability of .50. By augmenting the component-cue model with the bias node, it is possible to predict the base-rate sensitivity displayed by subjects when presented with the null pattern. Analyses reported by Nosofsky et al. (1991) indicate that the fit of the network model to the transfer data is substantially worse without the bias node.
Theoretical analyses. Our comparisons of the competing models are restricted to the transfer data obtained from the categorization group because there is no generally agreed-on method for using the models to predict, direct probability estimates. The models were fitted to the transfer data by searching for the parameters that minimized the SSD between predicted and observed response probabilities over all 81 patterns.
4 Following Estes et al. (1989) in fitting the context 3 The normalized estimate was computed by dividing the average estimate for Category A by the sum of the average estimates for Categories A and B.
4 In these analyses, we allowed the parameters to vary freely rather than constraining them to be the same as the best-fitting learning parameters. In other analyses (reported by Nosofsky, Kruschke, & McKinley, 1991) , we fitted the models simultaneously to the learning and transfer data with all parameters held fixed. The analyses involving simultaneous fits led to the same conclusions as those reported here involving separate fits. model and ALCOVE, we computed similarity only over those dimensions that had nonmissing values.
The least-squares parameters and summary fits for the models are reported in Table 3 . As can be seen, the sequencesensitive context model lags behind the (biased) componentcue network and the exemplar-based network in its quantitative fits to the transfer data. The latter models perform about equally well, with a slight advantage to the (biased) component-cue network.
To test for the potential role of differential dimension salience, we also fitted elaborated versions of each model to the transfer data. In the elaborated component-cue model, separate learning rates were allowed for each input dimension. In the context model and ALCOVE, separate similarity or attention-weight parameters were allowed for each dimension. The fits of these models are shown with those of the baseline models in Table 3 . It is not surprising that adding these free parameters improved the fits of all the models. However, the context model clearly still lags behind the component-cue network and ALCOVE at predicting the transfer data.
A plausible hypothesis is that the shortcomings of the sequence-sensitive context model result from its use of a constant-increment learning mechanism rather than the errordriven learning mechanism found in the network models. This hypothesis is supported by examination of the specific predictions of the baseline version of the sequence-sensitive context model. First, note that the context model's best-fitting similarity parameter (s) was zero and the best-fitting decay rate (7) was zero. With these parameters, the predictions of the context model are roughly the normative probabilities of the categories, given each combination of features. (The background constant serves to slightly pull all of the normative predictions toward .50.) Thus, the model tended to underpredict the Category A choice probabilities for the single-feature tests illustrated in Figure 4 and to severely underpredict the Category A choice probability for feature f. An extended version of the model with a response-bias parameter fitted the data only slightly better than the baseline version, and worse than the three-parameter network models (SSD = .610). Thus, the base-rate neglect phenomenon exhibited in Experiment 1 cannot be explained by the context model solely in terms of an overall response bias toward Category A. The results of this model-based analysis agree with our earlier observations regarding the reversal for features ff and f», wherein the normative probability of Category A is greater given than ft, but the observed data go in the opposite direction. Predicting base-rate neglect. The predictions of the exemplar-based network (ALCOVE) are shown with the ob- = .165, = 3.769 Note. SSD = sum of squared deviations; RMSD = root-mean-squared deviation; %Var = percentage of variance. ALCOVE = attentional learning covering map. served data in Table 2 . In contrast with the context model, ALCOVE predicts the clear tendency for subjects to classify fi in Category A with probability greater than .50. The model is also able to predict the reversal involving f 4 and ff. In general, ALCOVE predicts the tendency for subjects' choice probabilities on the single-feature tests to exceed the normative ones, although it fails to predict the magnitude of the effect. Finally, the model predicts the base-rate sensitivity observed for the null pattern.
ALCOVE predicts apparent base-rate neglect for the singlefeature tests by virtue of its error-driven learning and similarity-activated exemplar representation. Consider, for the sake of exposition, only two features. Then there is a two-dimensional stimulus space, with four stimuli: (f,, f 2 ), (f,, ff), (ff, f 2 ), and (ff, ff). Figure 5 shows the frequency of each stimulus as a member of the rare or common category. (The feature frequencies illustrated in Figure 5 are chosen for the sake of exposition in this two-dimensional example.) Note that the marginal probability of the rare category given feature f, is 15/30, or .50, thus a Bayesian classifier would not favor either the rare or the common category, given f, alone. Figure 5 acts as a geometric analogue of the two-dimensional stimulus space. In the exemplar-based version of AL-COVE, one can imagine four hidden nodes centered on the four cells of Figure 5 . Consider the two neighboring cells in the lower row, ffff and f,ff. Both are more likely, given the common category (50 of 55 cases, and 14 of 19 cases, respectively). Feature-pair ffff is the more frequent pair of the two (55 cases vs. 19), therefore the hidden node centered on it will develop a strong positive connection to the common category node (and a negative connection to the rare category node). When the neighboring feature-pair f,ff occurs, the hidden node over ffff is partially activated, in turn activating the common category node. As a result, relatively little error is produced, and the connection from the f,ff node becomes only weakly weighted to the common category node. On the other hand, the node centered on the top left cell, fif 2 When the single feature fi is input to ALCOVE, the hidden nodes centered over the left column, f,f 2 and fiff, are maximally activated, and the nodes centered over the right column are only partially activated. Because the connection weights from fjf 2 strongly favor the rare category, and the connection weights from ftff only weakly favor the common category, the result is that the rare category node is more strongly activated than the common category node, and ALCOVE appears to exhibit base-rate neglect.
In summary, it is the dual effect of error-driven learning and similarity-based hidden node activations that lets ALCOVE exhibit base-rate neglect. If the learning rule were not error driven, as in the context model, or if similar hidden nodes were not co-activated, as could happen in ALCOVE with extremely high sensitivity values (* in Equation 15), then exemplars would have no influence on each other's learning, and base rates would not be neglected.
5
Summary and Discussion
In Experiment 1 we repeated the probabilistic classification learning paradigm used previously by Gluck and Bower (1988a, Experiment 3), except, following Estes et al. (1989) , we used a fixed sequence of training items for all subjects and collected choice data in addition to estimation data during the transfer tests. We also extended these earlier studies by testing subjects with the complete powerset of features during transfer.
Various of the key phenomena that were observed in these previous studies were replicated. Most notably, we obtained evidence of a tendency toward base-rate neglect when subjects made classification judgments for single features of multiplefeature patterns. Because we used substitutive-feature stimuli, we can rule out the idea that the phenomenon was the result of subjects' confusing the single-feature stimuli with complete patterns that had one feature present and three features absent (cf. Gluck & Bower, 1988a, Experiment 3; Shanks, 1990) .
By augmenting the standard context model with assumptions about learning processes, we were able to achieve as good a fit to the sequence of learning data as was achieved by the adaptive network models. However, even this augmented context model fared worse than the network models at quantitatively predicting the transfer data. Moreover, adding a response-bias parameter to the context model in an attempt to account for base-rate neglect did not allow it to characterize the complete set of transfer data as well as did the network models.
Nevertheless, an alternative exemplar-based model, namely the exemplar-based version of ALCOVE, fitted both the learning and transfer data as well as did the component-cue net- 'ALCOVE predicts base-rate sensitivity for the null pattern as follows: When the null pattern is presented, all exemplar nodes in the network are maximally activated. Because of the higher base rate of Category B, the association weights pointing to the B output node tend to be larger than those pointing to the A output node, thus, the tendency to choose Category B.
work model. The exemplar-based version of ALCOVE shares with the component-cue model the assumption of an errordriven, interactive learning rule, in which basic units stored in memory "compete" with one another to become associated with the alternative categories. Unlike the component-cue model, however, in which the memory representation consists of connections between individual feature values and the categories, the memory representation in ALCOVE is exemplar-based. Patterns activate individual exemplar nodes stored in memory according to the same similarity rule assumed in the context model, and the model learns associations between these exemplar nodes and the categories.
Unfortunately, the category structure that was tested in Experiment 1 (the same one used by Gluck and Bower, 1988a, and Estes et al., 1989) was not highly diagnostic for discriminating between the component-cue network and the exemplar-based network. The reason is that the categories were defined over independent probability distributions of the values on the component dimensions. A variety of competing models, including the context model and certain independent feature-frequency models, make formally identical predictions for such structures (Estes, 1986a; Nosofsky, 1990) . More diagnostic category structures can be designed by introducing interdimensional correlations. In Experiment 2, we contrast the competing models on their ability to predict performance in a category learning paradigm involving a structure with interdimensional correlations.
Experiment 2
Whereas the focus in Experiment 1 was on the nature of the learning rule, the focus in Experiment 2 is on the nature of the category representation. Nosofsky (in press-a) demonstrated that the component-cue network model is in essence a multiplicative-similarity prototype model (for related theoretical analyses, see Golden & Rumelhart, 1989, and Massaro & Friedman, 1990) . We define prototype here as some single point in the multidimensional space in which the category exemplars are embedded. Let pi = (p n , p, 2 , ..., p ]m ) be the Category 1 prototype, where p lm denotes the psychological value of prototype 1 on dimension m, and likewise for the Category 2 prototype. Let S(x, pi) denote the overall similarity between input pattern x and prototype 1. In the multiplicative-similarity prototype model, the similarity of an input pattern to the prototype is computed by using the same multiplicative rule as is used in the context model:
where s(x m , pi m ) is the similarity of x to prototype 1 on dimension m, and likewise for S(x, p 2 ). The component-cue model is a special case of the following multiplicative-similarity prototype model:
larity parameters in Equation 18 will vary from trial to trial. The values of these parameters are determined by the weights in the network, which are learned trial by trial by the delta rule.
In numerous studies, Medin and his associates (e.g., Medin, Altom, & Murphy, 1984; Medin, Dewey, & Murphy, 1983; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Medin & Smith, 1981) and Nosofsky (1987 Nosofsky ( , 1988 Nosofsky ( , 1991 have systematically compared the quantitative predictions of prototype models with those of exemplar models (the context model). The outcomes of these comparisons have been overwhelmingly in favor of the context model (see Nosofsky, in press-a, for a review). However, the focus of these previous studies was on the ability of these models to quantitatively predict performance in classification transfer situations, following the completion of an initial learning phase. In Experiment 2, we use one of the diagnostic category structures tested previously by Medin but compare the competing models on their ability to predict the details of classification learning. We also test the models' ability to predict transfer performance at various stages of the learning sequence.
The category structure that is tested is shown in Table 4 . The stimuli vary along four binary-valued dimensions. Members of Category A tend to have (logical) value 1 on each of their dimensions, whereas members of Category B tend to have (logical) value 2. Note that the categories are linearly separable, which is a necessary and sufficient condition for accurate classification with a (weighted dimensions) prototype strategy. Thus, if subjects' natural strategy is to learn category prototypes, the strategy would succeed for this category structure.
As in Experiment 1, all subjects were presented with the same fixed sequence of training items, consisting of Stimuli 1 through 9 in Table 4 . Following each of four training blocks, a transfer phase was conducted in which all 16 stimuli shown in Table 4 were presented. Corrective feedback was provided during the training blocks but was withheld during each Note. The category structure used in this experiment is from Medin and Schaffer (1978) ." Category A prototype.
b Category B prototype.
transfer phase. The theoretical goal was to predict quantitatively the trial-by-trial sequence of classification learning and the evolution of transfer performance. Because the component-cue model is a multiplicative-similarity prototype model, it makes the strong prediction that the prototype of Category A [1111] (Pattern 12 in Table 4) , which is never presented during training, will be classified in Category A with probability at least as high as any of the other patterns, including the old exemplars. By contrast, both the context model and the exemplar-based network model can predict that various of the old exemplars will be classified in Category A with higher probability than the prototype. (Because Prototype B [2222] is an actual training exemplar, all models tend to predict that it will be classified in Category B with very high probability.)
A second fundamental contrast between the componentcue model and the exemplar models regards their predictions of performance on Training Patterns 1 and 2 of Category A. Intuitively, Training Pattern 1 is at least as similar to the Category A prototype as is Training Pattern 2. (The patterns match on all dimensions except Dimension 2, and on this dimension Pattern 1 matches the A prototype, whereas Pattern 2 mismatches.) Thus, the component-cue model predicts that during both learning and transfer, Pattern 1 will be classified in Category A with higher probability than Pattern 2. (We verify this prediction formally in the Theoretical Analyses section.) By contrast, both the context model and the exemplar-based network model tend to predict an advantage for Pattern 2 over Pattern 1. The reason is that Pattern 1 is highly similar to only one other exemplar in its own category and is highly similar to two exemplars from the contrast category, whereas Pattern 2 is highly similar to two other exemplars in its own category and is not highly similar to any exemplars in the contrast category (see Medin & Schaffer, 1978 , for a more extended discussion).
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 40 undergraduates from Indiana University who participated as part of an introductory psychology course requirement.
Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli were geometric forms with lines that filled their interiors. The stimuli varied along four binaryvalued dimensions: size (large or small), shape (triangles or squares), type of interior lines (dotted or dashed), and density of interior lines (high or low). Dimensions 1 through 4 in Table 4 corresponded to line type, shape, size, and line density, respectively. The stimuli were presented on the screen of an IBM PC, and subjects entered responses by using the computer keyboard.
Procedure. The category structure shown in Table 4 was used. The learning sequence was organized into 4 blocks of 63 trials each. During each block, each of the nine training items was presented seven times. Order of presentation of the items was randomized. The same sequence was used for all subjects. On each trial, subjects judged whether the item belonged to Category A or B, and corrective feedback was then provided.
Following each learning block, a transfer phase was conducted. During each of the four transfer blocks, all 16 stimuli shown in Table  4 were presented in a newly randomized order for each subject. Subjects judged whether each item belonged to Category A or B. No feedback was provided.
Results
The key qualitative result of interest in the learning phase is the ordering of difficulty for Patterns 1 and 2 of Category A. Figure 6 plots the probability of correct classifications for these two patterns as a function of block of learning. Performance on both patterns improved as a function of learning, with Pattern 2 being classified more accurately than Pattern 1 throughout, ?(39) = 5.04, p < .01. The superior learning performance for Pattern 2 is consistent with the predictions of the context model and the exemplar-based network model but contradicts the predictions of the component-cue model.
The complete set of transfer data is shown in Table 5 . The table shows the probability with which each pattern was classified in Category A during each of the four transfer blocks. A key result of interest concerns performance on the Category A prototype compared with the old exemplars of Category A. The component-cue model predicts that the prototype will be classified in Category A with probability at least as high as any of the old exemplars, whereas the context model and the exemplar-based network model can predict advantages for various of the old exemplars. Figure 7 plots, for each of the four transfer blocks, the probability with which the prototype was classified in Category A, and the average probability with which the old A exemplars were correctly classified in their category. As shown in Figure 7 , not only was the prototype not the best classified pattern but it was classified in Category A with probability less than the average of the old exemplars. Indeed, the proportion of errors on Patterns 2 and 3 (which are predicted by the exemplar-based models to be the best classified, old A patterns) was significantly less than that of the A prototype, t(39) = 2.06, p < .05. These results strongly contradict the predictions of the component-cue model but can be explained by the context model and the exemplarbased network model.
6
Theoretical analyses. Before reporting the results of the theoretical analyses, we introduce an augmented version of the context model that we tested in Experiment 2. Quantitative analyses of identification confusion data conducted by Nosofsky (1987) provided evidence that similarities among perceptual objects may decrease as a function of learning. This result agrees with the classic idea that perceptual differentiation among objects increases with experience (e.g., Gibson & Gibson, 1955) . We hypothesized that the context model's predictions of classification learning might improve if the similarity parameters in the model were allowed to decrease as a function of learning (see also Estes, 1986b) . To implement this idea, we assumed that the psychological distance (D) between mismatching values on each dimension (-D) . Thus, on each subsequent trial of learning, the similarity parameter that enters into the response rule decreases. We again used the background-noise constant (B) in modeling the data, and assumed that its value decreased exponentially with trials at the same rate that similarity decreased (b). The memory decay-rate parameter was held fixed at T= 0. Similar to the competing models, this version of the context model has three free parameters (a, b, and B). Versions of ALCOVE can also be fitted in which similarity is adjusted by error-driven learning (see Kruschke, 1990a ), but we did not test these models in this research. Quantitative predictions of learning and transfer. We start the quantitative comparisons by focusing on the transfer data because these data provide the most diagnostic information for discriminating among the models. The models were fitted to the data by searching for the parameters that minimized SSD computed over all 16 patterns in each of the four transfer blocks. The fits of the context model, the exemplar-based network model (ALCOVE), and the component-cue model to each transfer block are reported in Table 6 . As can be seen, the component-cue model fares extremely poorly, with a total SSD approximately four times as great as both the context model and the exemplar-based network model. The fits of the context model and the exemplar-based network model are quite good, particularly in the latter two transfer blocks. To provide insight into the results of these quantitative comparisons, Figure 8 plots the Category A response probabilities for each of the 16 transfer patterns (averaged over the four transfer blocks), together with the predictions of the models. Both the context model and the exemplar-based network model perform remarkably well. The componentcue model, however, is far off on many of its predictions. As discussed earlier, the model predicts that the prototype of Category A (Pattern 12) will be classified in Category A with higher probability than any of the old exemplars, but this result was not observed. The component-cue model also underpredicts correct classification for many of the old exemplars (Patterns 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8). Finally, it misorders the Category A response probabilities for Patterns 1 and 2 of Category A, as we explained earlier. By contrast, the context model and the exemplar-based network model account accurately for these major phenomena. Figure 9 provides perspective on the ability of the competing models to predict the evolution of transfer performance over blocks. We again plot the average Category A response probabilities for the old A exemplars and the A prototype for each block of transfer, and also show the predictions of the models. Both the context model and the exemplar-based network account for these data fairly well, but the componentcue model severely mispredicts the data. Not only are its quantitative predictions poor but it misorders the relative difficulty for the old exemplars and the prototype throughout the entire course of learning. The fits of the competing models to the trial-by-trial sequence of learning data are reported in Table 7 . Again, the SSD for the component-cue model far exceeds that for the context model and the exemplar-based network. The main failing of the component-cue model with respect to its predictions of learning was its misordering of difficulty for Patterns 1 and 2. We show in Table 8 the fits of the competing models when the parameters are constrained to be constant across learning and transfer. The failings of the component-cue model relative to the context model and the exemplar-based network are even more dramatic than before.
Because the assignment of physical dimensions to the logical category structure was held fixed in Experiment 2, it is important to test elaborated versions of the models that allow for differential salience of the dimensions. Thus, we fitted a version of the component-cue model in which the learning rate on each dimension was allowed to be a free parameter. As shown in Tables 6, 7 , and 8, for both the learning and transfer data, even this elaborated model with six free parameters performed far worse than the three-parameter context model and the three-parameter exemplar-based network. We also tested versions of the context model and the exemplarbased network model that had additional free parameters. For both models, differential similarity parameters (or attention weights) were allowed for each dimension. It is surprising that adding these free parameters led to virtually no improvement in the fit of either model. We consider this result to be fortuitous and expect that, in most experimental situations, differential similarities across dimensions will be needed to adequately model the data, as has been found in previous work (e.g., Kruschke, 1992; Medin & Smith, 1981; Nosofsky, 1984 Nosofsky, , 1987 Nosofsky, , 1989 .
Tests of Gluck and Bower's (1988b) configural-cue model Although the main purpose of this research was to compare and contrast the context model, the component-cue model, and the exemplar-based network model, we also conducted preliminary tests of Gluck and Bower's (1988b) configural-cue model. As discussed previously, this model is similar to the component-cue model, except that instead of having the input nodes code individual feature values, the input nodes code all possible configurations of features. For example, if the network were presented with a large black square, individual feature nodes coding large, black, and square would be activated, but so would nodes coding the pairwise configurations large-black, large-square, and blacksquare, as well as a node coding the three-way configuration large-black square. In Experiment 2 the stimuli varied along four binary-valued dimensions, which means there are 80 input nodes, 15 of which are activated on each stimulus presentation.
7 (In addition, a bias node with a separate learning rate was included.) In all other respects, the configuralcue network operates in the same manner as the componentcue network.
The configural-cue network is similar to the exemplar-based network in that both have exemplar nodes that are activated when patterns are presented. (In the configural-cue model, the exemplar nodes are the nodes that code the complete configurations.) Unlike the exemplar-based network, however, the configural-cue model includes all the lower order nodes (i.e., the single, double, and triple nodes). The configural-cue network also differs from the exemplar-based network in that activation of each of the input nodes is all-ornone, whereas in the exemplar-based network, activation of each exemplar node is proportional to its similarity to the input pattern. Finally, the exemplar-based network has mech-7 There are 8 single nodes (4 single dimensions x 2 values on each dimension), 24 double nodes (4-choose-2 pairwise dimensional combinations x 2 2 value combinations), 32 triple nodes (4-choose-3 threeway dimensional combinations x 2 3 value combinations), and 16 quadruple nodes (4-choose-4 four-way dimensional combinations x 2 4 value combinations). anisms for learning attention weights for individual dimensions, whereas such mechanisms are not present in the configural-cue model (cf. Kruschke, 1990b, pp. 16-17, 24-26, 44-47) .
The configural-cue model was fitted to our data in the same manner as described for the other models. The baseline version of the model had the same three free parameters as the component-cue model: the learning rate /3, the scale parameter c, and a learning rate ft, for a bias node. The results of the analyses are presented along with those of the other models in Tables 6, 7 , and 8, and graphical presentations of the model's predictions are shown along with those of the other models in Figures 8 and 9 . The baseline version of the configural-cue model performed far better than the component-cue model at predicting both the learning and transfer data, and performed as well as the context model and exemplar-based network at predicting the learning data. However, the baseline configural-cue model clearly performed worse than the context model and the exemplar-based network model at predicting the transfer data. The main problem with the model was that, similar to the component-cue model, it predicted performance on the Category A prototype that was much too high. Indeed, in a similar manner to the componentcue model, it predicted that the prototype would be classified into Category A with higher probability than any of the old exemplars (see Figures 8 and 9 ). The configural-cue model makes this prediction because the single-feature nodes apparently overtake the exemplar nodes in influencing the total category outputs.
We also fitted a variety of alternative versions of the configural-cue model to the learning and transfer data (see the Appendix). Basically, by adding free parameters to the configural-cue model, we were able to find versions that performed as well as, but no better than, the context model and ALCOVE. These free parameters had the effect of placing almost all of the learning on the higher order configuration nodes (i.e., the triple nodes and the exemplar nodes). This type of learning process is the one assumed in the context 
General Discussion
The main theme of this research was to compare and contrast the component-cue model, a learning version of the context model, and an exemplar-based network model (a version of Kruschke's [ 1992] ALCOVE model) on their ability to predict category learning and transfer. The exemplar-based network incorporates the same exemplar-based category representation, similarity rules, and selective attention processes that are assumed in the context model but combines them with the error-driven learning rules that are assumed in adaptive networks such as the component-cue model.
In Experiment 1 we conducted a partial replication and extension of the probabilistic classification learning paradigm tested previously by Gluck and Bower (1988a) and Estes et al. (1989) . All models provided equally good accounts of the learning data, but the component-cue model and the exemplar-based network outperformed the context model in predicting transfer performance. The network models were able to characterize a form of base-rate neglect that was observed during transfer, but the context model was not. The superiority of the network models in this domain was attributed to their use of an error-driven, interactive learning rule.
In Experiment 2 we conducted a partial replication and extension of a category learning paradigm used extensively by Medin and his associates. This paradigm sharply contrasts the predictions of exemplar models (using nonlinear similarity rules) with those of prototype models. The paradigm was very effective for demonstrating limitations of the component-cue model, which is in essence a multiplicative-similarity prototype model. A variety of prototype-enhancement phenomena that were predicted by the component-cue model were not observed in Experiment 2, and the quantitative fits of the model were extremely poor. By contrast, both the context model and the exemplar-based network model performed admirably by predicting accurately the average classification probabilities for individual patterns, the trial-by-trial sequence of learning data, and the evolution of transfer performance over blocks.
Taken together, the results of our experiments suggest that the most promising of the three models is the exemplar-based network model. As demonstrated in Experiment 1, its errordriven, interactive learning rule gives it an advantage over the context model by allowing it to predict base-rate neglect phenomena in probabilistic classification paradigms. 8 Moreover, as demonstrated in Experiment 2, its exemplar-based category representation gives it an advantage over the component-cue model by allowing it to predict exemplar-based generalization processes.
There are several important directions for future research. One such direction is to test systematically whether the precise quantitative predictions achieved by the context model in modeling categorization, identification, and recognition data in previous research (see Nosofsky, in press-b, for a review) can be matched by the exemplar-based network (ALCOVE). Although the models are closely related, there is no guarantee that modifying the context model by incorporating errordriven learning will not adversely affect its previous successes.
Another important direction is to conduct careful comparisons between ALCOVE and Gluck and Bower's (1988b) configural-cue model. In our view there are three main distinctions between the models as they are currently articulated. First, although both models incorporate exemplar nodes that become associated to categories by an error-driven learning rule, the configural-cue model assumes that all lower order configurations of features also develop associations. Second, activation of nodes in the configural-cue model is all-or-none, whereas activation of nodes in ALCOVE is proportional to the similarity between a node and an input pattern. Third, ALCOVE has mechanisms for attentional learning, in which certain dimensions are weighted more heavily than others in calculating similarity. Selective attention to dimensions is not part of Gluck and Bower's (1988b) configural-cue model. These investigators proposed that attentional phenomena might emerge from their system but did not build in attentional mechanisms.
We view the aspect of the configural-cue model in which nodes are activated in an all-or-none, discrete fashion as a major shortcoming of that model. Imagine that the network has been trained on a set of 1-inch and 3-inch objects and that during transfer a 2.9-inch object is presented. In its current form, the model has no way of incorporating information that the 2.9-inch object is more similar to the 3-inch objects than to the 1-inch objects, thus it would be unable to predict appropriate generalization behavior. Such similaritybased generalization is a fundamental assumption in ALCOVE.
We also believe that the lack of attentional learning is another shortcoming of the configural-cue model. Although attentional learning was not critical for explaining performance in our experiments, Nosofsky (1984 Nosofsky ( , 1987 Nosofsky ( , 1989 and Kruschke (1990a Kruschke ( , 1992 have demonstrated its importance in other settings. Indeed, Gluck and Chow (1989) have discussed the need to build some type of attention-learning mechanism into the configural-cue model and have conducted preliminary work along these lines.
Once similarity-based activation of nodes and attentional learning are added to the configural-cue model, it will differ from ALCOVE mainly in its assumption that all lower order configurations of features are part of the category representation. Whether these lower order nodes improve or detract from the model's predictions then becomes an interesting question to pursue. At least in Experiment 2 of our study, we obtained preliminary evidence that the lower order nodes detracted from the model's predictions, but we have no idea how general this result might be.
Tests of Alternative Configural-Cue Models
In this Appendix we consider the standard configural-cue model on its ability to predict the classification data in Experiment 1 and also consider some alternative versions of the model than were discussed in the text. These alternative models are tested on both the Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 data.
As discussed in the text, the standard configural-cue model is the same in all respects as the component-cue model, except that the input nodes code all configurations of features instead of only the single features. Similar to the component-cue model, the configuralcue model has three free parameters, as follows: learning rates /3 and ft for the feature nodes and bias node, respectively; and the logistic scale parameter c for transforming the output-node activations to response probabilities.
We also tested two elaborated versions of the standard configuralcue model. In one version, separate learning rates were allowed for nodes of differing dimensionality (i.e., the single, double, triple, and exemplar nodes). A special case of this model that is of interest arises when the learning rates on the triple nodes and the exemplar nodes are set to zero, leaving just the single and double nodes. We refer to this model as the doublet model. Gluck, Bower, and Hee (1989) have reported some successes with such a model.
In a second elaborated version, separate salience parameters (Y m ) were defined for each dimension m. The learning rate on node k (ft) was then given by where &(m, k) = 1 if dimension m is part of node k's configuration, and d(m, k) = 0 otherwise. Note that this second elaborated version allows for differential learning rates that are sensitive to both individual dimension salience and the overall dimensionality of nodes. In general, when the 7 m s are greater than one, higher order nodes receive higher learning rates than lower order nodes, whereas when the 7 m s are less than one, the reverse occurs. Gluck (personal communication, April 1991) suggested that the logistic transformation may be inappropriate when used with the configural-cue model. The basic argument is that, because it codes all configurations of features, the configural-cue model already embodies a nonlinear relation between the number of feature matches and similarity between patterns (see Gluck, 1991) . Use of the logistic response rule on top of this nonlinear similarity mapping may hurt the model's predictions. As an alternative, Gluck (personal communication, April 1991) suggested use of a raw-output response rule. In this model, the teaching signals at the output nodes are set at 0 and 1 (instead of -1 and 1). To predict the probability of a Category A response, one takes the Category A output and divides by the sum of the outputs to Category A and Category B, with occasional negative outputs truncated to zero. We consider this assumption of truncating negative outputs to be inelegant, but test it here in an attempt to be as fair as possible to the configural-cue model. (Note that the standard model with the logistic transformation does not run into this problem.) We refer to this alternative version of the configural-cue model as the raw-output model. We also fitted elaborated versions of the raw-output model that were analogous to our elaborated versions of the standard model. Note. SSD = sum of squared deviations.
Experiment 1 Analyses
number of free parameters allowed for each version of the model is also shown. (The values of the best-fitting parameters are available on request.)
The raw-output model performs far worse than the logistic-output model at predicting the learning data in both the categorization and estimation conditions and, in general, performs roughly the same as the logistic-output model at predicting the transfer data. The rawoutput model's difficulties with the learning data are probably due to its truncating of negative outputs to zero. For example, early in the learning sequence, suppose the output to Category A is very slightly positive and the output to Category B is very slightly negative. Despite the small magnitudes of the outputs, the raw-output model nevertheless would predict that the item would be classified in Category A with a probability of one. Because of these difficulties in fitting the learning data, and because the models perform roughly the same on the transfer data, we focus the remainder of our discussion on the logistic-output configural-cue model.
As shown in Table A1 (Experiment 1) the standard configural-cue network fits the transfer data far worse (sum of squared deviations [SSD] = .947) than does the component-cue network, ALCOVE, and even the context model (see Table 3 ). By allowing the learning rate on nodes of differing dimensionality to be free parameters, the elaborated configural-cue model is able to match the fit of the component-cue network (SSD = .482; compare with Table 3 ). Indeed, for this model, the best-fitting parameters on all higher order nodes were essentially zero, thus the configural-cue model essentially becomes the component-cue network. (The same is true for the doublet model.) Finally, the elaborated version in which each individual dimension was allowed a separate salience parameter performs the best (SSD = .213). The fit of this model is basically the same as for the elaborated versions of the component-cue network and ALCOVE (see Table 3 ).
In summary, the standard configural-cue model performs worse than the component-cue network and ALCOVE at fitting the transfer data but, by elaborating the model with free parameters, the multiplicative-salience version performs as well as the elaborated component-cue network and ALCOVE. All models perform roughly the same on the learning data, except for the raw-output configural-cue models, which perform markedly worse than the other models.
Experiment 2 Analyses
Table Al (Experiment 2) shows the fits (total SSD) of the different versions of the configural-cue model to the learning and transfer data. As discussed in the text, the standard configural-cue model performs worse (SSD = .593) than ALCOVE and the context model at predicting the transfer data (compare with Table 6 ). Furthermore, using the raw-output function does not help the standard model (SSD = .688). The doublet model, in which learning rate on the triple nodes and exemplar nodes is set at zero, also performs quite poorly, regardless of whether a logistic-output or raw-output function is used (SSDs = .688 and .891, respectively). As explained previously, the reason for the poor performance of these versions of the model is that the single nodes tend to predict strong prototypicality effects that were not observed in our Experiment 2 data.
The only versions of the model that perform well on both the learning and transfer data are the elaborated versions with a logisticoutput function, in which free parameters are allowed for describing learning rates on different nodes. In both elaborated models, the free parameters took on values that deleted the single nodes from the learning process and concentrated most of the learning on the higher order nodes, especially the exemplar nodes.
